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 “Repent, for the kingdom of heaven has come near.” 
 
 Last week, we talked about how the church, when we are at our best, is rather 
odd, and a bit of a misfit with the rest of society. Turns out this is not a bug of the 
church, but is actually a feature, so that the church can offer an alternative to the 
dominant modes of consciousness and ways of living that the world pushes on us, ways 
that are leading us into such difficulty and despair. That being the case, “Keep church 
weird” might be one such slogan for the church. 
 
 This week, we get another taste of that, with our gospel reading from Matthew 
3, where John the Baptist explodes onto the scene in the wilderness, far away from the 
dominating center of religious and political power in the city of Jerusalem. Every year 
on the 2nd week of Advent, John the Baptist turns up, preparing the way for Jesus, and 
summoning his listeners to make changes in their lives.  
 

“Repent, for the kingdom of heaven has come near!” he proclaims. “Proclaim” is 
a pretty good word choice here, because we can’t be 100% sure whether he is issuing 
these words with a growl or with a gracious invitational summons. The fact that he’s 
wearing hairy clothes and eating locusts might make you think that he’s growling, plus 
the fact that he calls the religious leaders who are coming to him, the Pharisees and the 
Sadducees, “a brood of vipers.”  

 
It’s hard to call someone that with a sweet smile on your face. 
 
So while the rest of the world right now is busy anxiously trying to burnish their 

reputations and prove that they’re not naughty but nice, and that they’ve been good 
boys and girls this year for Santa, the church is giving its attention to a locust-eating 
John the Baptist telling us we need to repent for the kingdom of heaven has come near. 
Church is odd. 

 
While the rest of the world is trying to cover up its faults, John the Baptist invites 

us to bring ours out in the open. While the rest of the world is trying to shine its face 
and make itself look good, John the Baptist is telling us not to bother with padding our 
resumes to make ourselves look impressive, because that’ll just lead us to cover up and 
bury our various addictions and ego-trips and sins, hoping that no one else will notice.  



“Don’t waste your time with that sort of ego-infatuated foolishness,” John tells 
us. The God of Israel is not fooled anyway, and the God of Israel wants you to 
participate in the kingdom of heaven. The kingdom of heaven, which is being unleashed 
through the One who is more powerful than John, the One who will baptize you with 
the Holy Spirit and with fire, lighting you up from the inside out, setting your heart on 
fire with a hunger for righteousness and justice that the world, in all of its lazy cynicism, 
does not think is possible. And if you are giving all of your energy to trying to make 
yourself look good, you’re going to be facing the wrong direction and you will miss out 
on the kingdom completely. 

 
I actually think the word ‘repentance’ is due for being reclaimed. If you’re 

anything like me, it’s a word that can sound primitive and severe, and maybe just a 
little crazy-eyed. Sometimes when I hear the word ‘repent,’ the first image that comes 
to mind is of a guy on a street corner with a sandwich-board sign about the end of the 
world. That is the kind of image that we can dismiss way too easily. A second image 
that can come to mind with the word ‘repentance’ is that of beating up on ourselves, 
feeling really badly about the things we have done wrong. 

 
But repentance is fundamentally a word about turning yourself around. It is a 

concept that we use in baptism, when we ask the person – or the parents of the person 
- about to be baptized, to turn away from sin and to turn to Jesus Christ. Repentance is 
about far more than feeling sorry for something we’ve done. Repentance is a word 
about making a change in your life, and about bearing fruit in our lives. Repentance is 
way more than feeling guilty about something, because you can feel guilty about 
something all day long, and never ever make any actual changes to your life. Jesus has 
very little interest in making us feel guilty; Jesus wants us to bear fruit that comes from 
a changed life. 

 
Wherever we are walking away from God in our lives, wherever we are avoiding 

the path of forgiveness, the path of rest, the path of trust, the path of joy and 
neighborliness and humility, the path that Jesus embodies and shows us, we need to 
turn around. Wherever we are acting in ways that are mean, or manipulative, or fearful, 
or excessively defensive, or greedy, or violent, we need to turn around, because those 
ways are the ways of the kingdoms of death, and if we follow them, we will be moving 
away from the kingdom of heaven.  

 
Repentance is Jesus’ summons to leave the ways of the kingdoms of death and 

fear and greed, and to move towards the kingdom of renewal and compassion and life. 
 
And when you put John the Baptist’s invitation in Matthew 3 together with the 

prophet Isaiah’s poetry in Isaiah 11, you can see that repentance and newness of life 
are always personal, but they are never private. Repentance and newness of life are 
personal to each one of us, but they become public acts that reshape the world. Isaiah 
11 tells of the promised King, the one upon whom the Spirit of the Lord will rest. We 



hold this King to be Jesus, born of Mary. According to Isaiah 11, this King will provide 
justice for the poor, decide with equity for the meek, and restrain the wicked 
oppressors. And in his gracious kingdom, the land will be safe, and reconciliation 
between enemies will be established. Wolves will live compatibly with lambs. Cows and 
bears will eat together, lions will become vegetarians so that they are satisfied with 
straw like the ox. We may fairly extrapolate from this to imagine that enemies around 
the world will share their land and their religious spaces, people of opposing political 
views will work together to solve problems, brutal dictators will no longer savage their 
people and the people of neighboring nations. They will not hurt or destroy on all my 
holy mountain, says the Lord. No more violence. No more taking advantage of the little 
ones. No more reviling those who look differently, pray differently, love differently, eat 
differently, or live differently. 

 
It does not take any imagination to see that, in order for us to inhabit that 

kingdom, for us to enter that kingdom, we will need to turn around. All of us. All of us 
have sinned and fallen short of the glory of God, the apostle Paul tells us in Romans 3. 
None of us can claim to have clean hands and clean hearts. All of us need to repent and 
turn around, so that we are moving towards God’s gracious kingdom. 

 
Friends, where in your life do you need to turn around? Where is your life too 

much characterized by fear or anxiety or greed? Where in your life have you become 
complacent about the suffering of others? Where have you become indifferent to 
violence, or resigned to the scorning and the abuse of those who are different? Let 
John the Baptist’s words penetrate your heart this day, hear his invitation to turn 
around, and let’s walk together towards the gracious, neighborly kingdom of heaven. 
To God alone, be all the glory. Amen. 
  


